
In keeping with its widely-known policy of supplying products 
which meet new security related demands, CLIC offers the 
ultimate in high security chain link fencing the           
"CLICPROTECT" Maximum Security Fabric.

Attractive to look at, but effective in use.

Attractive to look at but effective in use, this "CLICPROTECT" 
fabric is available in mesh sizes as small as 16 x 16mm; it can 
be used for a variety of high security and anti-terrorist               
applications both military and civil, indoors and out,                
particularly for blast containment.

Blast Containment:

Explosions have unfortunately become an almost daily      
occurrence around the world. Bombs and other devices are 
being exploded in places frequented by the innocent public as 
well as in areas classified as high security. In all cases, however, 
explosions cause a heavy loss of life and damage to property, 
mostly from flying shrapnel. The  "CLICPROTECT" Maximum 
Security chain link mesh is a useful method of containing the 
passage of flying glass, stone or metal fragments which general-
ly accompany a strong explosion. Abroad, similar chain link is 
being used more and more for blast containment.

Architectural Use

Interior decorators, architects and house owners find countless 
uses for this attractive and colourful small mesh. With 
"CLICPROTECT" security becomes beautiful.

-  Web:

The small size of the mesh makes the "CLICPROTECT" 
fabric:

Unclimbable      Finger and toe holds cannot be found.

Unpenetrable  Gun muzzles, knives and other
                            Weapons cannot penetrate through  it.

The use of "CLICPROTECT" Maximum Security fabric is 
recommended for anti-terrorist and architectural applications 
in:
-Airports             - Prisons                             
-Oil refineries           - Places of Public Importance
-Petrochemical Plants       - Shopping Centers
-Power Stations                 - Embassies
-Police Stations                 - Hospitals
-Off-Shore Oil                   - Schools
-Drilling  Platforms            - Villas
-Desalination plants          - Defence installations
-Sports Facilities               -     Air Bases
The "CLICPROTECT" fabric is available in galvanized and 
PVC coated finish, in the following sizes:

Wire SizeMESH
SIZE
(MM) Galvanized (mm dia)

25 X 25 - - -2.50 2.503.00 3.00

32 X 32            - - 3.762.50 2.503.00 3.00

PVC Coated (mm od)


